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Executive Summary
In this White Paper we examine professional information management techniques to help you
deliver a first-rate service experience between your board and your organization.
First, we will construct the outline of the Business Activity Structure for Information Classification (BASIC). The BASIC framework helps manage the information assets that flow in, are processed, and flow out of the Corporate Secretary’s Office, from directors to management, and
from management to directors.
We apply the BASIC framework to the everyday task of organizing board information: Corporate,
Administration, and Operations. We then turn to ways to better manage the full life cycle of your
information assets, review how to identify your vital records within those information assets,
and manage it all to add value and reduce risk. Sound impossible? Corporate Secretaries do the
impossible every day.
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Information Management
& the BASIC Framework
It’s no secret to those who occupy the Corporate Secretary’s
Office (CSO) that delivering governance services to the
board of directors, senior management, and other internal
and external stakeholders can make for a busy hub of
activity at any time of the year. The breaks, downtime,
vacations, and professional development that are a usual
component of most jobs, often take a backseat to meeting

[T]he Corporate Secretary
who wants to master this
work environment is in
serious need of professional
tools to manage and control
their work.

the endless list of demands arriving from all corners of
the organization and beyond.
It is a true crossroads. While working in the Office of the
Corporate Secretary at several organizations, I found that
as soon as the task lists appeared completed, new tasks
would emerge from everywhere: incoming phone calls,
emails, and even office visits.
Have you ever arrived at work only to find a lineup of
people waiting to see you, phone flashing with multiple

The most foundational
of these tools is a solid
Information Management
(IM) framework that can be
used to instill structure to
all the business activity.

messages, an overflowing inbox, all compounded by
new meeting invites to juggle? When you couple those
responsibilities with the need to manage the human,
financial, and other resources that support your governance
function, the Corporate Secretary who wants to master
this work environment is in serious need of professional
tools to manage and control their work.
The most foundational of these tools is a solid Information
Management (IM) framework that can be used to instill
structure to all the business activity. This framework should
identify all major business activities occurring in the CSO,
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classify these activities as either Corporate Management,
Administration, or Operations, and organize the associated

The resulting framework
is called Business Activity
Structure... this helps
manage the information
assets that flow in, are
processed, and flow out of
the Corporate Secretaries
Office.

information assets for effective and efficient business
processes.
The resulting framework is called Business Activity Structure
for Information Classification (BASIC). This BASIC structure
helps manage the information assets that flow in, are
processed, and flow out of the CSO, from directors to
management, and from management to directors. The
Corporate Secretary manages this middle space – where
governance meets administration. The BASIC structure can
be instituted across all information sources managed by
the CSO: email folders, calendar appointments, document
shares and network directory structures, records cabinets
and storage, and ultimately compiled into the board portal.
Ultimately, corporate governance is all about relationships,
processes, and structures. There are many stakeholders
involved in a system of governance for one organization

TIP! USE A BOARD PORTAL TO PERFECT
INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
A board portal is the technology that truly connects the board of directors.
It is the main link between the Board, the Corporate Secretary’s Office, and
the organization. T
This BASIC framework can be applied within a board portal’s Resource
Center: corporate management, administration, operations. When the
information stored in your portal’s Resource Center reflects the way
that information is stored in your business records, everyone involved in
governance will be working within the same framework – aligning the ‘how’
of governance with the ‘what’.
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(the management team, board of directors, shareholders)
and they actively come together for decision-making
and direction-setting, supported by the structures and
processes put in place by the CSO. These structures and

These structures and
processes are critical to
ensure that the interests
of every stakeholder are
balanced, is assured

processes are critical to ensure that the interests of every
stakeholder are balanced, compliance requirements are
met, value is created, and the success of the organization
is assured for both the present and the future.
The sustainability of this system is dependent on the
CSO’s ability to lead others in the ‘how’ of governance.
Taking the time to establish solid information management
tools and processes can only enhance your success in
this information-intensive and time-consuming role by
bringing order to the environment.
Are you currently the master of your environment? Is it
easy and simple to organize your information assets? Do
you think in terms of business processes? Do you use todo lists? Do you struggle to meet deadlines? Lose track of
commitments? Can you stay on top of everything coming
your way, such as survey responses, doodle poll results,
signature requests, expense report approvals? Wondering

Let’s look at a few
professional IM techniques
to help you deliver a firstrate service experience
between your board and
your organization.

where to start?
Let’s look at a few professional IM techniques to help
you deliver a first-rate service experience between your
board and your organization. First, we will construct the
outline of our BASIC structure, review a few ways to better
manage the full life cycle of your information assets,
review how to identify your vital records within those
information assets, and manage it all to add value and
reduce risk. Sound impossible? Corporate Secretaries do
the impossible every day.
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Thinking Like a Professional
Information Manager
Let us start with all the information that arrives on your
doorstep each day. How many input sources do you have?
Invariably, that Information will start accumulating before
the sun even rises, from both formal and informal sources.
• Employees dropping around to tell you the latest
delay with Initiative X or Project Y
• Action items from a daily briefing with your ‘principal’ –
that is, CEO, CFO, Board Chair – or other main business
partner in governance
• Phone, voice-mail, and email messages

Take note of each one as
a source of information
inflow, it will set the stage
for identifying business
processes and designing
your BASIC structure

• Overflowing inbox for received approvals, signoffs, etc.
Take note of each one as a source of information inflow,
it will set the stage for identifying business processes
and designing your BASIC structure. Once these inflows
are captured, received, or acknowledged, they can be
organized against your BASIC structure. Capturing,
identifying, and organizing your assets in this way
gives you a structured approach to preserving your
organization’s ‘story’. As the Corporate Secretary, you are
the corporation’s secretary – the one who will ensure
that the corporation outlives and outlasts yourself, the
CEO, and the board.
If your experience is anything like mine, there is rarely an
ideal situation with regard to resources – most Corporate
Secretaries don’t have an unlimited budget, extended
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team, or ideal office space. But we make do! Your BASIC
structure can evolve, without the need for complicated
numbering systems or subject lists to weigh you down.
You are in an intensive role with little time for perfection
or cumbersome procedures. Not many have the luxury

So, let’s think like a
professional Information
Manager and use a
functional analysis
approach to break our work
down into functional areas,
activities, and tasks.

of a fully-equipped records center, dedicated IM staff,
or specialized tools.
So, let’s think like a professional Information Manager
and use a functional analysis approach to break our
work down into functional areas, activities, and tasks.
Your structure should move from general to specific,
following the workflow. Subject, date, or other specifics
can be added later if and when you have the time. The
context for every organization is different, so there are
no right and wrong answers here (You can’t go wrong,
just start somewhere).

The resulting schema will
usually include a group of
information assets related
to corporate management,
administration and support
services, and finally a group
related to operations

The resulting schema will usually include a group of
information assets related to corporate management
(governance, management, compliance, etc.), a group
related to administration and support services (finance,
human resources, IT, etc.), and finally a group related
to operations (what the board actually does, it’s raison
d’etre). Since the CSO is usually considered somewhat
separate from the rest of the organization as it serves the
Board of Directors, the BASIC structure for the CSO will be
a reflection of the governance view of the organization,
and not the business view of the organization.
Let’s try our hand at some specific examples to get the
ball rolling.

8
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Corporate Management
Framework
We’ll start with the Corporate Management framework.
Here we want to identify any functions that exist related
to governance, corporate management, oversight, strategy,
external liaison, etc. Think first about what functions

We’ll start with the
Corporate Management
framework. Here we want to
identify any functions that
exist related to governance,
corporate management,
oversight, strategy, external
liaison, etc.

belong here. I would suggest information related to
governance, legal, compliance, board of directors, strategic
planning, participation or delegations to outside forums
/ official bodies, etc.
These are some typical examples, but customize this
section to your reality. As long as you are consistent,
and your choices make contextual sense, it will work.
Following your identification of the functions, think
about what projects and activities may occur, or what
important documentation needs to be maintained. From
there, individual case files, specific task-based work, or
annual updates can be organized and slotted into the
framework – this is where we start to make the connection
to day-to-day work.
Let’s look at the beginnings of a Corporate Management
framework.
Corporate Management Framework
•

9

Board of Directors
•

Directors’ Register (terms)

•

Annual Conflict of Interest signoffs

•
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◦ 2018 Formal
◦ 2017 Informal
•

Governance (Official Minute Book)
•

Shareholder Certificates

•

Articles of Incorporation

•

Bylaws
◦ Annual Review and Update Project

•

Final Board Minutes
◦ 2018
◦ 2017

•

Legal
•

Legal Advice
◦ External Counsel
◦ Internal Counsel

•

Litigation
◦ CASE 001 - 2018
◦ CASE 002 - 2017

•

External Liaison
•

Shareholders Communications

•

Annual Report to Partners / Delegation to
Industry Coalition, etc.

10
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Administration Framework
Now, let’s have a look at what you do as the Corporate
Secretary, to drive governance services every day – think

Now, let’s have a look
at what you do as the
Corporate Secretary, to
drive governance services
every day

about what resources you have, how you manage them
to deliver your services, and what you need to leverage
to ensure the board can carry out its operations. This
will be your Administration Framework.
This may be the most obvious information management
framework, as it relates directly to your duties.
But generally, this framework encompasses the functions
or business processes that enable governance operations.
Here are a few examples:

Administration Framework
•

Human Resources
•

Staff job descriptions for CSO

•

Staff performance
◦ Annual Plans
◦ 2018
◦ 2017
◦ Evaluations
◦ 2018
◦ 2017

•

Staff Professional Development
◦ Annual Plan
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•

Finance
•

Budget
◦ Annual Budget Process
◦ 2018 Budget

•

Accounts
◦ Payable
◦ Receivable

•

Director Expenses
◦ Processing
◦ Reporting

•

Business Planning
•

Annual Work Plan
◦ Board
◦ OCS

•

Information Technology / Information Management
•

Service Legal Agreements
◦ IT Staff
◦ IM Staff
◦ Events Staff

•

Liaison with Board Portal Provider
◦ Annual Service Agreement

We can see how such a framework could be applied to
a board portal, pictured left.
Looking back at the above functional areas (human
resources, IT, etc.), it should become clear what type of
annual activities, projects and tasks are generated from
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each function. It’s possible that within your context you
may include marketing, communications, representation,
or any other function that enables your ability to deliver
governance services.
Let’s turn to identifying and describing the work that is
carried out by your board of directors – the operations
of governance.

TIP! THE LATEST BOARD MEETING TECHNOLOGY
Next generation board portals are engineered to be cloud-first, user centric,
and designed to improve board meeting outcomes by learning and quickly
deploying new technology. Deeply focused on actually driving results at
board meetings, these board portals leverage the cloud to innovate faster,
deploy faster, train users faster, and are designed to improve the overall
meeti experience.
The core collaboration improvements enable as many people as necessary
to work together to create and distribute board material. An administrator
in Chicago and their CFO in New York can update the board book
simultaneously. It’s the best way to “co-author” without going through the
version nightmares that are best left for the annals of technology history.
“What exactly does your board of directors ‘do’”? Ever get
this question from friends, family, or strangers?
13
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Operations Framework
I know that this question is usually followed by “Oh, and
by the way, what exactly do YOU do?” Although there might
not be a one-size-fits-all approach to answering this
simple yet surprisingly complex question, my go-to answer
is that the “board is in the business of decision-making,
and my job is to facilitate that process, providing the
services, information and advice they need to effectively
do their jobs.”
This definition helps to construct our third and final
Framework – Board Operations. For me, this breaks down
into sitting in official meetings, receiving, reviewing,

The most important role
that the Corporate Secretary
can play is to ensure that
the information provided,
and the records from the
proceedings, are clear,
concise, and accurate.

and using boardbooks, undertaking special projects,
and recording all decisions and proceedings through
official documentation – In short, governing is ensuring
the ongoing sustainability of the organization.
The most important role that the Corporate Secretary
can play is to ensure that the information provided, and
the records from the proceedings, are clear, concise,
and accurate.
Let’s look at a few examples:
Operations Framework
•

Board Meetings
•

2018
◦ Q1
◦ Logistics and Arrangements
◦ Notice

14
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◦ Agenda
◦ Annotated Agenda for Chair, Briefing
◦ Board Book
◦ Minutes
◦ Q2
◦ Q3
◦ Q4
•

Committee Meetings
•

Governance Committee
◦ Q1 Meetings
◦ Logistics and Arrangements
◦ Notice
◦ Agenda
◦ Annotated Agenda for Chair, Briefing
◦ Committee Package
◦ Minutes
◦ Q2
◦ Q3
◦ Q4

•

•

Finance Committee

•

Capital Projects Committee

Projects
•

Governance Review Project
◦ Project Plan
◦ Project Reports

•

15
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◦ Planning
◦ Final Report
•

Director Orientation and Education
◦ Education
◦ Annual Education Work Plan
◦ Individual Education Plans - By Director
◦ Orientation Day Plan
◦ Materials Production
◦ Speaker, Schedule, Event Plan
◦ Onboarding

These are just a few examples of projects that your board
may undertake during the year above and beyond their
official meeting schedule. Now that we’ve got a solid
approach to organizing our information assets, we can
now consider how to manage them throughout their
life cycle.

16
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Information Management
Life Cycle
Let’s explore sorting through where your information
resides, how to streamline the number of repositories
you have, and how to gain consistency in your work
environment across multiple repositories. You most likely

Let’s explore sorting
through where your
information resides, how to
streamline the number of
repositories you have, and
how to gain consistency in
your work

have information assets in email, in your document/
network shared drive, on your board portal, and perhaps
even in old-fashioned filing cabinets or storage areas
(personally, I just can’t escape the old-school approach
sometimes!). Now that you’ve scoped out an initial BASIC
structure, start to apply it:
•

Organize your email folders according to the BASIC
structure

•

Use color codes in your calendar to identify
appointments, events, and meetings according to
the structure (e.g. blue for Corporate Management,
green for Administration, and red for Operations)

•

If you have a white board or team meeting space –
post or write a large version of the BASIC structure

With respect to information
on your board portal,
organize your Resource
Centre using your new BASIC
structure.

for all to see
•

Label any hard copy files with a three-tiered label and
perhaps a color code representing the framework; blue
label for Corporate Management framework, with the
function / activity/ and task outlined on the label:
i.e. Governance / Board of Directors / Signoffs 2018.

With respect to information on your board portal, organize
your Resource Centre using your new BASIC structure. This
will ensure that directors begin to recognize the ‘how’

17
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behind governance – so they too are able to identify with

Generally, a professional
Information Manager will
look to these ‘active files’
as representing about 25%
of your total information
assets.

an annual work schedule based on functional activities.
So, now we’ve organized our immediate work environment
and the ‘active’ records of the board of directors. This
is the information actively in use for decision-making,
to provide evidence of business activity, and for nearterm reference (year over year). Generally, a professional
Information Manager will look to these ‘active files’ as
representing about 25% of your total information assets.
Let’s turn to what the other 75% of the information you
manage.
The remaining 75% will be comprised of records that are
inactive but necessary (30%), or inactive and useless
(35%), with a small portion being part of your ‘vital’ or
‘essential’ records (10%).
First, the transitory records. It is important to identify
this type of information asset. They are the ones that
are necessary for day-to-day work, but ultimately have
no ongoing value because they are useful only for a very

Be ruthless, act on email
and either store it or delete
it. Regularly go through your
office files and electronic
storage areas, discarding
what is not needed for the
official records.

limited time – they may support routine or time-limited
actions, be draft versions leading to a final version, be
convenience copies, etc. In the work environment of a
CSO, these types of information assets need to be used
and then destroyed as quickly as possible so that your
work remains manageable.
Be ruthless, act on email and either store it or delete
it. Regularly go through your office files and electronic
storage areas, discarding what is not needed for the
official records. Once you are sure the item is transitory,
destroy, delete, or shred! It creates space for the new
information arriving every day.
The other 35% of your information assets, the inactive
ones, will be those that are necessary for long-term
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evidence of your organization’s business or governance
activities – but don’t need to be accessed regularly. These
records can be stored in a storage facility, with a regular

[K]eep a focused and wellorganized Resource Centre
on your board portal, it
will permit directors to
efficiently carry out their
duties, with the assurance
that you are maintaining
a well-managed archive if
they decide to review any
historical documentation.

transfer each year as part of the CSO work plan. Moreover,
keep a focused and well-organized Resource Centre on
your board portal, it will permit directors to efficiently
carry out their duties, with the assurance that you are
maintaining a well-managed archive if they decide to
review any historical documentation.
Lastly, there will be 10% of your information assets that
should be part of your organization’s business continuity
plan – planning for these vital records is essential to
allow the board of directors and the management team
to continue functioning in the event of a disaster or other
crisis which prevents normal business operations. This
could be a large-scale weather event such as a flood or
hurricane, a crisis in your office building such as terrorism,
crime, fire, or a cybersecurity attack - anything at all
that prevents the regular course of business. In these
situations, the board of directors and the management

[Y]our board portal
can be used as a vital
communication link –
connecting the board
members to the executive
team members and allowing
both groups to access
needed materials and
documentation as quickly as
possible

team will need to be up and running as quickly as possible,
with access to their active information assets, so they
can continue with their leadership and decision-making
activities.
In such an event, your board portal can be used as a vital
communication link – connecting the board members to
the executive team members and allowing both groups to
access needed materials and documentation as quickly
as possible, irrespective of what is happening in the
office itself.
Staging a ‘mock disaster’ is often an effective way of
identifying what people need to work in these situations,
and test your ability to provide information and services
during the ‘mock event’.
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Typically, vital records are those that establish the
organization’s identity: constating documents, anything
that establishes a legal or financial position, copyrights,
patents, etc. In a CSO, additional documents might
be copies of the by-laws, policies, directors’ contact
information, most recent board books, etc. Make sure
copies of these documents are on your board portal for
reference. There are no right or wrong answers here, each
organization will be different. Just keep the percentage
low so that in the event disaster does strike, you can
move quickly and effectively to serve your board.

TIP! USE A BOARD PORTAL TO PERFECT
INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
A board portal is the perfect solution to keep your information organized and
useful throughout its entire life cycle. Third generation cloud board portals
offer unlimited storage and easy migration. Importantly, these modern board
portal support every file type: not only files like PDFs, Word, Excel, and
PowerPoint but also images, direct web links, and YouTube videos.
Corporate Secretaries can therefore upload and store every document
necessary to effectively manage board information.
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Conclusion
Let’s review what we’ve achieved so far. We’ve created a
basic tool for managing the information that supports
operations in the CSO. We’ve explored active, inactive, and
vital information assets and their place in the life cycle of

Once you have instituted
some of this ‘structure’ to
your daily routines, you can
start to bring an ‘approach’
to tackling your work each
day.

information. Use these two concepts to gain control and
mastery of your environment – structuring your information
assets according to your business process (function, activity,
task) and continually refreshing your environment to keep
active information at your fingertips, inactive information in
storage, vital information protected, and information that
is no longer useful where it belongs – in the garbage, the
shredder, or the deleted items bin. You should be seeing
some progress every day!
Once you have instituted some of this ‘structure’ to your
daily routines, you can start to bring an ‘approach’ to
tackling your work each day. Early morning can be devoted
to Issue Management (email / phone/ standup meetings).
The shorter this time the better. Mid-day you could move on
to scheduled time devoted to your Corporate Management,
Administration, and Operational work activities.
Here are a few tips:
•

Record all tasks even small ones. If you can’t complete
a task right away, at least acknowledge to anyone
involved that you have received the request, are actively
working on it, and will get back to them as soon as
possible. This prevents constant check-ins on their
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part, and let’s others know you are actively managing
their requests, issues, or concerns.
•

Maintain a clean inbox, click on all email as it arrives:
action, store, or print to file immediately. Keeping your
inbox clear will help to maintain focus.

•

Lastly, consider creating an
‘official end time’ to your
work day. Otherwise, if your
experience is anything like
mine, your work day can
stretch on into the evening
and even into the late-night
hours – there is always
another email to read, task
to compete, or phone call to
make.

Each morning conduct a calendar check to review one
day ahead, one week ahead, one month etc. Keep in
touch with your ‘horizon’, always be aware of what’s
coming next.

•

Schedule a small amount of time each day, or a longer
time once a week, to review your information assets,
looking for any that can be moved along the cycle
(stored, destroyed, transferred, deleted, etc.).

Lastly, consider creating an ‘official end time’ to your
work day. Otherwise, if your experience is anything like
mine, your work day can stretch on into the evening and
even into the late-night hours – there is always another
email to read, task to compete, or phone call to make.
Outside of there being a true emergency to deal with, I
advise that you choose a time, put away all the work, turn
off the computer (to prevent being tempted to do one
more thing), and take 15 or 30 minutes to catch up on
some professional development material, current events
headlines, or other quick read. This will help to signal the
end of the work day, and ensure you take some time for
reflection and learning.
Ultimately, a professional approach to Information
Management is one of the primary tools available to a
Corporate Secretary. Whether you are managing outward
(delivery of service to external board members) or managing
inward (developing and enabling your practice, working with
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As a Corporate Secretary,
you manage and control the
space where governance
meets administration... you
will have a new tool in your
toolbox and be thinking and
acting like a professional
information manager.

your organizational stakeholders), use these techniques to
support the delivery of governance services. The Office of
the Corporate Secretary is where the water wheel turns, with
information flowing up from the organization, and onward
through the board portal to external directors; as well as in
the reverse, with decisions and action items flowing back
down into the organization. As a Corporate Secretary, you
manage and control the space where governance meets
administration. Use professional Information Management
to meet the challenges of managing this environment and
you will have a new tool in your toolbox and be thinking
and acting like a professional information manager.
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OnBoard
Board Meeting Software
OnBoard is the only third generation board portal solution. A true multi-device capable mobile
platform, collaboration enhancing, highly integrated, meeting productivity tool that puts all
these capabilities in the hands of directors with an extremely intuitive, easy to jump in and
learn user interface. And unlike older board portals, OnBoard can be test driven with a free,
no strings attached, full feature trial. The leap from print or the first generation of digital to a
3rd generation leader, OnBoard, has never been easier.
Ask about a full-feature, free trial today!

NEXT GEN BOARD PORTAL

www.passageways.com | 765.535.1882 | more@passageways.com
US | UK | Canada
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